
NBF Terms and Conditions of Use 
 
This agreement (this “Agreement”) is by and between National Bankruptcy Forum, LLC, 
a Michigan limited liability company, (“NBF”) and any person or entity making use of 
NBF’s website, blog, case evaluation form or Q&A forum (the “Service”), including 
without limitation any registered member, whether paying or not, and any visitor who has 
or has not registered (collectively, “Customer” or “You”). This Agreement is effective as 
of the moment Customer indicates agreement during the member registration process or 
as of the moment Customer uses any element of the Service, whichever comes first. 
Please take the time to read this document carefully and in its entirety before using NBF. 
By using the Service, You agree to be bound by this Agreement.  
 

1. You will not use NBF for any unlawful purpose. 
2. You will not post personal or confidential information, libelous or unethical 

material to NBF. You understand that NBF is a public forum.  
3. You understand that the blogs and answers published on NBF are meant to inform 

generally about bankruptcy and debt and that no attorney client relationship is 
formed by using this site or by submitting a question or case evaluation form.  

4. Information on NBF is not legal advice. You should seek consultation with an 
attorney familiar with the laws of your state.  

5. NBF Premium members pay a fee in exchange for an exclusive advertising 
territory on NBF.  Case evaluation forms and phone calls are directed to the 
Premium Member in your region. NBF does not recommend or endorse the skill 
or qualifications of any of its member attorneys, including its Premium Members. 
You understand that there is not an attorney listed in every geographical area of 
the country and that it is possible your submitted request for a case evaluation 
may go unanswered. You further understand that there are numerous other legal 
directories in existence where bankruptcy attorneys can be found including the 
National Association of Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys website at 
www.nacba.org.  

6. You may link to blogs and content published on NBF, however, you may not 
copy NBF content without our express written permission. 

7. NBF is not responsible for any inaccuracies in blog posts or site content.  
8. You understand that the NBF website may contain links to other websites which 

may or may not be owned or operated by NBF. NBF has not reviewed all of the 
websites so linked and NBF may not have control over such websites. Unless 
otherwise explicitly stated, NBF is not responsible for the content of such 
websites, any updates or changes to such websites, or the privacy or other 
practices of such websites. 

9. You understand that NBF is not liable for any interruption in service to the site.  
10. You shall fully indemnify, defend and hold NBF, its members, managers, officers, 

agents, contractors and employees harmless from any and all claims, demands, 
causes of action, losses, damages, fines, penalties, liabilities, costs and expenses, 
including reasonable attorney’s fees and court costs, sustained or incurred by or 
asserted against NBF by reason of or arising out of: (a) Your breach of this 
Contract; or (b) Your contribution to or posting of any information on the 



Website, including but not limited to any alleged infringement of copyright or any 
other intellectual property rights. 

11. Posting Guidelines: Attorneys who submit blogs are obligated to follow posting 
guidelines or their work will not be published. Posts must be a minimum of 450 
words, be useful to our readers, must not appear on any other website and finally, 
advertisements for law firms will not be published. Ghost blogging submissions 
are not permitted. Posts that appear on other websites will either be deleted or 
blocked to search engines. The submission of any content to the Website (whether 
as Answered Questions, Blog Postings, or otherwise) shall not serve to create any 
rights of ownership or proprietary interest in the Website in your favor 
whatsoever.  At all times, ownership of the Website shall remain fully vested in 
NBF. 

12.  By posting blogs or questions  to NBF or answering questions, You grant NBF 
an irrevocable license to display your written work.  

13. Florida Residents: Florida Rule of Professional Conduct 4-7.10(c) defines a 
group advertising program operated by an organization wherein the legal services 
advertisements utilize a common telephone number and potential clients are then 
referred only to lawyers or law firms participating in the group advertising 
program to be a lawyer referral service. By all other standards, we and the joint 
advertising ventures for which we are an agent are not lawyer referral services. 

14. Mississippi Residents: FREE BACKGROUND INFORMATION AVAILABLE 
UPON REQUEST 

15. Missouri Residents: The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and should 
not be based solely upon advertisements. 

16. New York Residents: Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 
17. Wyoming Residents: The Wyoming State Bar does not certify any lawyer as a 

specialist or expert. 
 
 
 


